[Disagreement between physicians' medication records and information given by patients].
A survey was conducted to evaluate the level of disagreement between the drug records of family doctors and information provided by patients at the time of hospitalisation. One hundred patients acutely admitted to a hospital department of medicine were consecutively included if the patient ingested more than two non-OTC drugs. A second drug interview was performed shortly after admission, and the patient's current medication was recorded. If no written medical record from the referring family doctor was available at the time of admission, the doctor was contacted by phone for supplementary information. Discrepancies between the information given by the patient and the medical records of family doctors were recorded. The results were analysed blindly by two of the authors (one senior and one junior doctor) to determine if the discrepancies were clinically relevant for the patient. We found at least one clinically relevant and potentially dangerous discrepancy in the medical records of 40% (95% CI 30%-50%) of the patients. In all, discrepancies were found in the drug lists of 63% of the patients. The patients with discrepancies were similar in age, sex, way of hospitalization and number of drugs ingested, compared to those without discrepancies. Afterwards the family doctors were invited to a meeting in which these problems were evaluated. We conclude that there is an urgent need for improvement in the communication between the primary and secondary health care sectors concerning medication being prescribed for patients with chronic diseases. The large number of discrepancies in the drug records of patients in this study is discouraging.